
PROFESSIONAL GRADE SIMULATION IN YOUR HOME



professional grade race simulators

Introducing the FPZERO Simulators ClubsportIntroducing the FPZERO Simulators Pro I
FPZERO Simulators specialises in the design, development 
and manufacture of race car simulators for professional 
and amateur racing drivers, race teams and more.

The Clubsport is the perfect starting point for your 
simulator needs. We use a fusion of high-end and 
professional grade components to enable you to 
experience the sensations of driving a car from the 
comfort of your home.

At 1.4m long and up to 1.2m wide, the Clubsport is an  
ultra-compact all-in-one simulator that is ready to race. 
The base frame easily fits through the door and a single 
cable powers the entire setup. 

We tailor the Clubsport to meet your simulation 
requirements and budget with a variety of steering wheels, 
shifter, and handbrake options as well as PC configurations 
to choose from.
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Custom designed from start to finish line
Our custom aluminium chassis provides a rigid solution 
so you feel every inch of the tarmac. The clean design 
and black powder coated parts mean it never looks out 
of place.

In the desire for elegance, adjustability has not been 
compromised. With a variety of seating positions, 
steering heights and angles, screen height and pedal 
placement you can ensure the perfect fit for you.

We have focused on providing the best equipment at 
the most affordable price. Using professional grade 
load cell based pedals you can modulate the brakes 
in the same way as a real car. Focusing on muscle 
memory for consistency and performance.

The steering system is important on any simulator. We 
have integrated the Fanatec high-end belt driven and 
direct drive solutions into the Clubsport simulator to 
provide a suitable upgrade path as well as a number of 
steering wheel options.

A fusion of genuine motorsport equipment, custom 
components and professional grade hardware. We take 
advantage of the best of everything. Seat yourself in one 
of our FIA approved race seats. 

A powerful PC is at the heart of our simulators. Using the 
latest technologies, we provide a smooth experience, even 
on more demanding titles. Our machines are the perfect 
multitasking tool, allowing you to stream your race, track 
competitors, and analyse data in real time.

One of the biggest influences of realism is authentic sound. 
That’s why we’ve paired the Clubsport simulator with Bose 
speakers for the best audio. The optional Pro Headset 
provides 7.1 surround sound in a wireless configuration for 
unrivalled audio quality - feel the atmosphere.

Built by motorsport professionals

Processing power

Quality sound

onboard Bose speakers

adjustable 
seat

leveling feet

43” or 49” 144hz Super 
Ultrawide curved monitor

adjustable pedals

hidden cabling

FIA bucket seat

precision pedals

adjustable 
steering
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Never miss a shiftThe right wheel for you
Integrating the Fanatac wheelbase ecosystem into the Clubsport means that you can have a wheel for every 
occassion. Using a standard quick release system means that not only can you quickly change base, but if 
you upgrade from the belt driven CSW to the direct drive DD1 the wheels are still plug and play! Both steering 
wheelbases provide fantastic, realistic feedback. Upgrading to the direct drive base provides the most responsive 
feedback on the consumer market ensuring you feel every bump in the track as well as how the car loads up and 
transitions so you can maximise your speed through the corner.

Our simulators can be specified with the most realistic shifting available 
on the market to give you that real driving experience and immersion. 
Combine one of our H-pattern shifters with our adjustable clutch pedal 
and you can perfect the art of heel and toe.

The addition of the Fanatec handbrake is perfect for 
Rallying, World Rally Cross and Drifting. It teaches a 
number of skills and is valuable for even the most 
experienced drivers.

Porsche GT3R Wheel Formula Carbon V2 Wheel GT Wheel Rally handbrake

Fanatec Handbrake

Fanatec H-pattern & Sequential Shifter

Sequential Shifter

Direct Drive WheelbaseBelt Driven Wheelbase
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Advanced feedback Software & Compatibility
To enhance the feedback from your Clubsport we offer 
a tactile feedback add-on that can replicate sensations 
experienced in a real car such as vibrations through 
the seat as you run over a rumble strip and the roar of 
the engine through the rev range and on gear changes.

The tactile feedback uses realtime telemetry data to 
output engine revs, gear shifts, road bumps, track 
texture and much more; all of which can be tuned to 
your desire.

Every bit of information is valuable when in the heat of 
battle, especially during endurance races. Ensure you 
hit all the correct shift points and apexes, and plan that 
perfect pitstop with our dashboard options that sit just 
behind the steering wheel. With a variety of options, 
you can see your gears, bright LEDs, speed, fuel level, 
time delta and much more.

See how you and the competition are performing with 
our add-on data screen that sits above your main 
screen and runs alongside the simulator software in 
realtime.

Using laser-scanned tracks and telemetry from real race cars, simulation software is more than a game. With 
identical visual markers, reference points and bumps in the track surface, the barrier between simulation and 
real life is being blurred. You can learn the track even before you arrive for FP1. This, combined with the online 
presence and growing popularity of eSports, means you can hone your race-craft and enjoy racing other 
enthusiasts and high level drivers from all over the world.

With a range of simulation titles available, there are thousands of car and track combinations to choose from, 
from historic race cars all the way to current generation Formula 1 and LMP1 cars.

Use the realtime telemetry logging to analyse 
your efforts and work out where you can 
improve against previous laps or even  
other drivers.

Tactile Transducer Seat Pack

Dashboards
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• Feel like a real racing driver with your name and race  
 number in key places, including embroidered onto the seat
• We can apply a livery design to the chassis to match your  
 favourite race car
• Get a colour scheme in your man cave? Why not have your  
 simulator match it!

Support
At FPZERO Simulators we want you to extract the 
most from your Clubsport and as part of this we 
provide full service and support for your simulator 
from the very start.

You will find a number of guides and useful tips in our 
Owner Portal. Learn how to setup a car, how to apply 
existing car setups, install new content, fine tune the 
force feedback levels, adjust controls and much more.

For those really tricky problems, our support team 
will be happy to help you over email or the phone so 
that you can get up and running and maximise your 
simulator experience. We have the ability to access 
your computer remotely to aid with the process.

Customisation
Take your simulator to the next level with our 
customisation options. Below are a few of the options 
available. We will work with your ideas to build a 
customised simulator just for you.

FPZERO Simulators Clubsport Range
We have a number of options so that we can can build the right simulator for you. 

• Clubsport aluminium chassis
• FPZERO FIA race seat
• 43” Super Ultrawide 144hz screen
• Onboard audio by Bose
• Level I performance PC - Intel i5, 8GB RAM 500GB SSD,        
 NVIDIA Gaming Graphics card 
• Wireless events keyboard 
• Pro 2 pedal set - throttle and brake 
• Fanatec belt driven wheelbase 
• Choice of GT or Formula wheel
• Software - Personal license - Assetto Corsa, Project Cars 2
• Ready to race, delivered to your door
• Continuous support
• 2 year warranty

Our baseline specification includes the following:

• Clubsport aluminium chassis
• FPZERO FIA race seat
• 49” Super Ultrawide 144hz screen
• Onboard audio by Bose
• Level II performance PC - Intel i5, 16GB RAM 500GB SSD,        
 NVIDIA Gaming Graphics card 
• Wireless events keyboard 
• Pro 3 pedal set - throttle, brake and clutch 
• Fanatec Direct Drive wheelbase 
• Choice of GT or Formula wheel
• Software - Personal license - Assetto Corsa, iRacing
• Ready to race, delivered to your door
• Continuous support
• 2 year warranty

Our Advance package includes the following:



GET IN TOUCH TO DISCUSS YOUR SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS

information correct at time of printing - 12/2020

HELLO@FPZERO.CO.UK

+44 1483 387 370


